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Press Release 

March 1, 2021 

MEITEC CORPORATION 
 

Meitec Group Announces Fiscal 2022 Newly Graduates Hiring Plan of 880 
- Meitec Group will start recruiting activity for science major newly graduates who will graduate from 

universities and graduate schools in March 2022- 

 

MEITEC CORPORATION (Meitec) and its group company, MEITEC FIELDERS, INC. (Meitec 

Fielders), announced their plan to hire 880 newly graduates of science major from universities and 

graduates schools who will be graduating in March 2022. 

Since its establishment in 1974 as the pioneer in engineer staffing business, Meitec Group (the Group) 

has provided “People and Technology” services to total of over 4,000 Japanese manufacturers until 

today. In April 2017, we have established a corporate group slogan " Engineering Firm at The Core" to 

express the essence of the group. The slogan would represent that, as a group of engineers which plays 

a core role in the manufacturing through the people and technologies, we will continue to be the 

indispensable “best partner” for our client in the manufacturing industry, and to enrich the “engineer 

life” of our employees. By doing so, we will actively secure human resources to contribute value to the 

world. 

By recruiting the newly graduates of science major from universities and graduates schools every year, 

the Group now employ approximately10,702engineers (as of January 31, 2021) and has built largest 

“Group of Professional Engineers” in Japan. The Meitec Group offers a way to work in profession of 

engineer to those who join us by providing “opportunities and a placement” to work in entire Japanese 

manufacturing industries. 

Also as of March 31, 2021, number of the “Lifetime Professional Engineers” who have reached the 

retirement age of 60 years will be 431people.  

And for these 789 newly graduates whom we plan to hire in April 2021, the Group will continue to 

provide good “opportunities and placements” for them to work as the professional engineers for 

lifetime. 

*Lifetime Professional Engineers: It is the Meitec’s internal definition for an engineer who can continue 

to be a frontline active engineer until his or her retirement age. 

1．Newly Graduate Hiring Plan for April 2022 

※Above plan is for engineer, and the science major students are subject for hiring. 

※Students who will graduate from technical colleges and vocational schools are also subject for hiring for Meitec Fielders. 

 

Recruitment Engineering Categories:  

Scientific specialists such as Mechanical engineers, Electrical and electronics engineers, Microcomputer system engineers, 

Information processing engineers, Chemical engineers, etc., 

Required Human Qualities; 

Person who always want to be involved in new and cutting edge manufacturing. 

Person who want to pursue self-sustaining way of work and brush up his or her skills. 

Person who want to work as the “Lifetime Professional Engineer” 

 Meitec Meitec Fielders Meitec Group Total 

Newly 

Graduates for 

April 2022 
480 400 880 
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